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Secure Our Future Launches Interactive Presidential Campaign Game
Site Tests ‘Presidential Candidates’ on Financial Issues
Arlington, VA – Secure Our Future, the nation’s largest organization dedicated to
protecting the retirement security of younger generations, announced the launch today of
Policy or Politics (www.policyorpolitics.com), an interactive Web site in which users
make a virtual run at the White House by answering politically-charged economic
questions.
Policy or Politics: Financial Edition puts users on the spot about financial challenges that
threaten the future of our country. Specifically, the site helps young voters understand
that Medicare, Congressional overspending, and related issues all affect our retirement
security.
In the game, players are faced with five financial questions which will change regularly
between now and the November election. Many of the game questions are similar to
those already posed to Republican and Democratic candidates by Students for Saving
Social Security, a project of Secure Our Future.
In response to each question from a crowd of voters, players are provided with two
possible answers. Once an answer has been chosen, users watch a video statement from a
current presidential candidate who has gone on record in support of that position. Players
are then scored off the strength of their policy decisions as well as their political knowhow in working the crowd. The highest scores are recorded and a leader board is
displayed at the end of the game.
To play the game, visit www.policyorpolitics.com.
###
Secure Our Future is a new 501(c)(4) organization dedicated to issues affecting the
retirement security of young people. Students for Saving Social Security, a project of
Secure Our Future, is the largest group dedicated to informing and mobilizing young
Americans on the issue of Social Security reform. Students for Saving Social Security is a
nonpartisan 501(c)(3) organization with 9,000 members and chapters in all 50 states.
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